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Use of Social Media in Sports 

Use of Social Media by Players, Coaches and Sports Teams & Orgs. 

I write this note after reading a blog about how there are too few coaches using social 
media in sports. The blog suggested that social media was not being used effectively by 
coaches who have chosen this medium to communicate.  

As a blogger and website owner I reluctantly started using a Twitter Account 
@michael_coldham. I am relatively new to social media but as I made an effort to 
research other Twitter users and their profiles I became interested in the potential use of 
the "resources" available on Twitter for players, coaches, parents and sports 
organizations. I think Twitter could have a better method of connecting users to support 
one another's interests but it's referral method of proposing possible accounts to follow 
is satisfactory. 

Think Less Play Faster is a hockey coaching concept which we will eventually develop 
into an actual Coaching Model or approach to developing competitive minor hockey 
players to their full potential.  

We don't use Facebook, Instagram or Snapchat or other tools so we can't comment on 
their use as tools to supporting athlete development. We can recommend Twitter though 
as an opportunity for coaches, players and organizations.  

When you examine some Twitter accounts it appears that the account is being used as 
an electronic messaging system solely for the purpose of communicating to followers on 
subjects similar to email or text messaging. We encourage players, coaches and 
hockey organizations to consider further uses of Twitter like as a connection to a 
repository of coaching development experts and their valuable resources for teaching, 
coaching and the development of athletes. Twitter is also excellent for teaching players 
and coaches through the use of sharing educational videos, play animations and 
professional articles on relevant subjects that will support the developmental learning of 
people in your organizations. The ability to share links to teaching videos, documents 
and resources amongst like minded individuals and a group(s) can be very helpful to 
increase knowledge and awareness of important subjects in the developmental process. 

If a Coach isn't using Twitter it shouldn't stop players from setting up an account and 
using this tool to support their development.  Social media can be very helpful if used in 
a thoughtful way with a clear purpose and goal in mind.  
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One caution, a social media account is a reflection of you the individual so one must be 
careful to tweet with that thought in mind. There have been young athletes who have 

lost a scholarship or advancement opportunities after the recruiter examined the Twitter 
Account contents. 

A Twitter Account is an opportunity to educate and create an educational platform when 
executed properly. I have shared some coaching resources with you in the chart above 
to provide examples of quality resources out there focused on the development of our 
youth and coaches. 
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Twitter Coaching Resources

Profile Name Twitter Account 
Name

Account Description

Coach Leath @jamesleath Coach consultant with a library of coaching 
resources available.

Changing The Game @CTGProjectHQ Resources available to coaches and parents 
for education. 

Adam Kingsbury @adska Sports Pyschology Expert 

Coaching University @Coaching_U Educational resources for coaches and 
players

Dr. Rob Bell @drrobbell Psychologist with expertise in developmental 
subjects for athletes and coaches.

Mind of the Athlete @MindOfAthlete Sports Psychology Company with resources 
for competitive athletes

Brett Blair @CoachBrettBlair Leadership Life Coach

Dr. Jim Afremow @goldmedalmind Expert on the Champion's Mind

IPlayHockey-Mike Pilon @iPlayhockey Master Coach providing access to excellent 
drills and teaching methods

EndeavourSportsGroup @EndeavourSG Hockey Advising, Consulting and Mentorship 
Services

Skip Prichard @SkipPrichard Leadership professional with educational 
resources 

The Hockey Coach @HockeyCoach14 Hockey Coach with experience and expertise 
in coaching 


